Stage 1 Shoot the gap

Scenario: You see a gang of ruffians abusing some innocent bystanders.
You decide to help by eliminating the ruffians and protecting the innocents.
Course of Fire: Pick a start box. Using the barriers for cover engage
the targets as they present in the gap between the barriers. Each target
gets three shots.
12 rounds minimum
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Stage 2 The President of Mozambique
Scenario: Skill test combining the El Prez and Mozambique drills with additional challenges.
Course of Fire: Load no more than 8 rounds in the first magazine. Facing up range in surrender position at the
signal turn, draw and engage each target with two rounds; emergency (IE Slide Lock) reload; engage each target
again with one head shot.
NOTE: After the slide lock reload additional pickup shots will be allowed. Best three rounds will be scored, head
shot is required to avoid the Failure To Neutralize penalty.
Head shot required 12 round minimum.

Stage 3 Window to my world
Scenario: A building container your loved ones is infested with malcontents. Doors are locked, protect your loved
ones through the windows.
Course of Fire: Pick a start position on the left or right of the building. Using cover advance to the window and
engage the threats with two round as they present. Move to the other window as needed to safely engage all the
threats.
12 round minimum
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Stage 4 : Qualifier
Scenario: Skills Test, qualifier
Course of Fire: Start in P1 facing up-range,
surrender position, pistol loaded with no more than 6
rounds. Spare magazines should be carried. At the
signal turn and engage T-1 with 4 rounds freestyle.
Black represents hard cover, hits here are counted as
misses. Advance to barrier P2 engage T2 with two
rounds freestyle from each side of the barrier using
cover. A slide lock reload behind cover is required
behind this barrier. Advance to P3, engage T3 with
two rounds strong hand only from strong side of
barrels using cover, transition to support hand
engage T3 with two rounds support hand only from
support hand side of the barrier using cover.
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No Pickup shots
12 rounds only
Classification results
Cumulative time plus penalties
-------------------------------------------Master
1 - 12
A
12.01- 21
B
21.01 -30
C
30.01 - 39
D
39.01 - 48
Novice
48.01 - 90
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